Mobile Device Management (MDM) and effective cybersecurity are essential for protecting data and devices for students and staff. Verizon offers a variety of solutions to help schools meet these challenges.

1. **Protect critical data**
   MDM solutions can help schools keep their vital data safe by enforcing security policies such as password requirements, encryption and app maintenance.

2. **Prevent device theft**
   MDM solutions help schools prevent device theft by tracking devices and remotely locking them if they are lost or stolen.

3. **Secure the network**
   Verizon offers an industry-leading solutions stack for cybersecurity, as well as MDM options that help schools secure their networks by blocking unauthorized devices and applications.

4. **Manage threats**
   Security solutions and MDM can help schools respond to threats by providing alerts and notifications and allowing for remote wiping of devices.

5. **Educate students/staff**
   Cybersecurity solutions and MDM can help educate students about security by providing resources and training.

**Why Verizon**
- 25+ years of cybersecurity experience
- 61B+ security incidents monitored each year
- 500k+ security, network and hosting devices managed

**Verizon solutions for MDM and security**
Verizon is the leading partner for education; not only do we provide reliable networks to connect classrooms and enhance the learning experience, but we offer an array of security and MDM solutions to protect their data and devices. Learn more at verizon.com/education.
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